Scanning electron microscopy of monkey foveal photoreceptors.
Rhesus monkey retina and especially the foveal photoreceptors (PR) were investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). There are a few scattered SEM photomicrographs of the primate retina in the literature but this is the first detailed and comprehensive view by SEM of a primate retina. Some new aspects of surface morphology are displayed and the study also highlights and emphasizes some aspects of photoreceptor structure that have either been overlooked or not clearly displayed in studies using transmission electron microscopy only. For examination by SEM retinas were fixed in glutaraldehyde-formaldehyde, osmicated, immersed in thiocarbohydrazide, dehydrated in alcohols, and gold-coated. The fovea appears as a sharply defined pit with steep slopes, and its vitreal surface looks different from that of the rest of the retina. It appears to have a matted surface. The rest of the vitreal surface is relatively smooth and displays distinct lines which diverge in a radiating pattern from the foveal slopes. The choroid has a spongelike appearance; the sclera appears fibrous with the fibers running parallel to the vitreal surface. Photoreceptor nuclei are sometimes lost during tissue processing. They leave a discrete "nuclear nest" formed from Müller cell processes. Henle fibers turn at a sharp angle from the cones to run parallel to the vitreal surface. The external limiting membrane is seen as a clear line. Immediately vitreal to it, the Müller cell microvilli surround the proximal inner segments. The cone inner segment (CIS) narrows toward the cilium where the cell is markedly constricted. The ciliary connectives are aligned and appear as a shadowy, slightly wavy zone when the retina is viewed in vertical section. The freestanding, tapering calycal processes (CP) arise from and are continuous with longitudinal CIS ridges. CP surround the proximal parts of the outer segments (OS), but there are no CP around the ciliary backbone. Some CP bear small protrusions. OS break off and remain embedded among the pigment epithelium microvilli (PEM) more often than PEM remain attached to OS distal ends. The foveal OS tapers slightly from its proximal to its distal end. The OS may bear knoblike swellings and convolutions in their more distal regions but not at their tips.